Comments on: Finally 3.0.0.RELEASE!
Split and merge PDF files, free and open source
	By: Rogério
Please bring the reorder feature to PDFsam basic....
	By: Andrea Vacondio
Hi Marco, visual combine and reorder, together with other &quot;visual&quot; features, has been moved/added to &lt;a href=&quot;//pdfsam.org/pdfsam-visual/&quot; rel=&quot;nofollow&quot;&gt;PDFsam Visual&lt;/a&gt;
	By: Marco
Removed the new release and reverted to 2.2.4
I was very excited when I saw the new release but I become very disappointed when I realized that the visual reorder (top feature of 2.2.4) was removed
	By: Tim
Removing the new version and going back to the old version since Visual Reorder is not included in the new version.
	By: Ashan Mohamed
100% I am using only Visual composer. v3 is very nice. But for me no use, i am waiting......
	By: Andrea Vacondio
In reply to &lt;a href=&quot;https://blog.pdfsam.org/new-release/finally-3-0-0-release/1386/#comment-1289&quot;&gt;stephen&lt;/a&gt;.

Hi Stephen,
here https://github.com/torakiki/pdfsam-v2/releases or in the SourceForge project page where you can find the full history of the PDFsam Basic releases. The new, upcoming in few weeks, PDFsam Visual will have the visual modules plus some new one like Crop.
	By: stephen
need to re-order a pdf document, the only reason I ever had pdf same

cant seem to do it anymore, not even in the enhanced version

will find another product

or can anyone tell me how to get the old version please?
	By: Stephan
I have tried your new PDFSAM 3.x. And I have deinstalled it after the fourth try to work with PDF Doc as usually with Versions 2.x. THere is no way to find out, which function will be in Basic, in Enhanced but free. Or have I to buy this function or just to registrate. If I work with Documents, I have to work with them and I do not have time to learn about your pricebook.
Make it clear for what I have to pay and for what not. Then I possibly will give it a new try. Otherwise I stay with the old Version as long as my OSses will support it.
Sorry.
	By: Gogol
For many years PDFSAM has been an indispensable tool for me to handle PDFs. Its&#039;s hard for me to say, but I also don&#039;t like your new version for the same reasons, as already mentioned above - I&#039;ve directly removed the new version without further testing. And nearly $50 for the standard-version seems a little bit too much - there are a lot of other things I could buy for this money. No harm meant
	By: Nick
Same here visual composer and visual reorder were very useful and marked PdfSAM out from the herd, an essential part.
You know your business best but I would have thought a small charge for the complete package would generate more than the more expensive pick and mix.

